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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Ivana "don't get even, get everything" Trump has passed. Our 4 
sympathies and prayers for the family, especially Eric and Invanka, 5 
for the loss of their beloved mother, Ivana Trump—. 6 
The WHO Director, Dr. Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, 7 
announces the COVID pandemic "is nowhere near over." I can tell 8 
you why. I mean beside the fact he cow-tows to Beijing, controlled 9 
by the globalist marionettes. 10 
In June last year, New Zealand became zealous about fighting the 11 
invisible enemy—set out to be the "example" for all nations.1 The 12 
headliner said "Herd immunity for Covid-19 requires 83% 13 
vaccination, new NZ modelling shows." So they did some 14 
"modeling" and it told them the target was 83%. And they went for 15 
it. To be sure they covered their bases, they also imposed indoor 16 
mask mandates. New Zealand would "lead the way." 17 
They achieved their goal. In a Tweet from someone styling 18 
themselves as PLC @humble_analysis: "New Zealand vaccinated 19 
their entire adult population by the end of February (83% overall). 20 
Yet, somehow they have the highest covid case rate on Earth 21 
'despite' an indoor mask mandate. Now set to tighten restrictions 22 
once again!" 23 
So I checked it out. An article boasting New Zealand had 91% of 24 
their population vaccinated, with 83% of the entire population 25 
DOUBLE DOSED was scrubbed from one official site. "Sorry! The 26 

                                     
1 https://thespinoff.co.nz/science/30-06-2021/herd-immunity-for-covid-19-requires-83-vaccination-new-nz-modelling-shows?amp= 
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article you are looking for cannot be found." Is that how the 27 
message reads? Something like that. 28 
But I did some super-sleuth web searching and found the article by 29 
title at another web address. It's right here.2 [In case it's scrubbed 30 
too when you go to look for it, I have copied a PDF of the article 31 
here—Show Folder 890, notated as 890.17.3.] The article is titled: 32 
83% of eligible New Zealanders double dosed; 70 in hospital & five 33 
in ICU; 172 cases" published November 20, 2021. 34 
Today, about a year later, New Zealanders are suffering a harder 35 
more pervasive COVID attack than ever before. Way above what it 36 
was a year ago.3 From the New Zealand Herald, emergency 37 
measures are going into place in face of a serious spike in cases: 38 
11,000 community cases announced for a third straight day. 23 39 
virus related deaths with one a child of 10 or under — they don't 40 
know the age of the child? So the answer? More of what has not 41 
worked so far. More masks, free masks, more testing, and more 42 
jabs — gotta get that next booster. Hey, New Zealand, go talk to 43 
Israel, your number one competitor for "leading the world" in the 44 
battle against the Wuhan, CCP bio-attack on the world. 45 
In those countries that spurned GOD's natural plan for addressing 46 
these things, they decided to trust in the arm of flesh, and depend 47 
AstraZeneca, that is, IF THEY CAN'T GET THE PFIZER shot.4 48 
"Pfizer is the preferred COVID-19 vaccine for use in New 49 
Zealand." Wherever the vaccination rate is the highest, the second 50 
wave hits the hardest. God wins, again! 51 
Democrats want to overrule the SCOTUS and reinstate Roe. Pelosi 52 
is pushing a vote TODAY—July 16.5 53 

                                     
2 https://www.health.govt.nz/news-media/media-releases/83-eligible-new-zealanders-double-dosed-70-hospital-five-icu-172-cases 
3 https://www.news.com.au/world/coronavirus/health/new-zealand-to-add-further-covid-restrictions-as-cases-soar/news-
story/535d9a26e3f0df64804c389ee0f6b813 
4 https://covid19.govt.nz/covid-19-vaccines/covid-19-vaccine-facts-and-advice/covid-19-vaccines-used-in-new-zealand/ 
5 https://nypost.com/2021/09/02/nancy-pelosi-announces-new-bill-to-codify-roe-v-wade/ 
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Patrick Byrne giving testimony today reveals all — a fascinating 54 
inside look at what happened in the meeting that took place on 55 
December 18th at the WH with President Trump, Sydney Powell, 56 
Michael Flynn, in person and Rudy and Chief of Staff Meadows 57 
joining in on speakerphone. A little over one hour after this 58 
meeting, Trump sent out the now famous Tweet calling patriots to 59 
gather at the WH for a rally—and ended the Tweet with, "it will be 60 
wild." The J6 hounds from Hell are suspicious the meeting was 61 
used to plan an insurrection involving a massive attack on the 62 
Capitol on J-6, to stop them from certifying the electoral college 63 
votes for Biden. Wow! Here is the story from inside that meeting. 64 
On the point of J-6 — Democrats find a 69-year-old with cancer a 65 
clear and present danger to Democracy—she was at the rally, and 66 
among those who accepted the invitation of the Capitol police to 67 
enter. She was arrested and held in the DEMONCRAT Gulag for 68 
over a year, finally sentenced her to 60 days in WOMEN'S PRISON 69 
— she was taken into custody, dressed in Orange and put in a cell. 70 
Meanwhile, someone asked Kamala if she set up a bail fund to 71 
assist these "protestors" who were in fact "mostly peaceful," but she 72 
cackled wildly as she explained — THEY DON'T GET BAIL!  73 
[INSERT KAMALA LAUGHER TRACK] 74 
Will Trump run?6 Forget about 2024 — if we don't correct 2020, 75 
we will never see another American in the White House. 76 
But if he does run, he'd better watch out — according to PINO, 77 
92% of Dems want Biden to run. Yeah, a reporter asked him what 78 
he would say to Democrats who don't want him to run in 2024, 79 
coming off a poll that shows 66% of Dems DON'T WANT BIDEN 80 
BACK. Biden snapped, he is the nastiest President we've ever had 81 
— you know, it's strange — even when Trump was needling the 82 
press and poking at them, he never came across as nasty, or little — 83 
                                     
6 https://www.theepochtimes.com/nancy-pelosi-responds-to-trumps-2024-
decision_4599867.html?est=iMGa2Hw28aUVPRijs8mVsG7zlWaXKMIitqnPyDg%2F7aW%2BjCh4T7Q6AEN8p4sFrQ%3D%3D 
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just very matter of fact. Here is Biden — "They want me to run. 84 
Read the poll. Read the polls, Jack. You guys are all the same. That 85 
poll showed that 92% of Democrats, if I ran, would vote for me."7  86 
So, how did Disney's Buzz Lightyear movie featuring a homo-kiss 87 
fare? Not so good! How about their followup cartoon to fearutre a 88 
gay-spidey — yeah, not a lot of interest in that one either. Disney 89 
lost over 40 BN in value during their dance with Woke! Top-Gun 90 
Maverick, on the other hand, a totally American style hero grosses 91 
the highest earnings of any movie at Domestic Box Office in its 92 
110-year history. 1.2 BN so far — passed The Dark Knight, and 93 
Titanic. 94 
Hey, maybe Biden can bolster his sinking poll numbers if he comes 95 
out of the closet or declares himself to prefer she/her pronouns. It's 96 
working so well everywhere else. 97 
Folks, it's time for your brain massage.® 98 
[TRUTH] 99 
We'll have to wait for results of the latest effort by Demoncrats to 100 
legalize killing babies in the womb—but please pray with us there 101 
will be enough light to penetrate the darkened hearts of enough of 102 
those borderline Dems to stop the bloodlust. 103 
Mr. Byrne is being interrogated, or let's see, it's after 5 pm Eastern, 104 
so his interrogation might already be in the books; but today he sat 105 
before the J-6 totally partisan unselect committee to answer 106 
questions regarding a meeting he participated in with Trump that 107 
ended a little over an hour before Trump sent out the following 108 
Tweet that Demoncrats have held up as something akin to  109 
smoking gun evidence Trump was inciting an insurrection to 110 
commence on Jan. 6th. The Tweet: “Peter Navarro releases 36-page 111 
report alleging election fraud ‘more than sufficient’ to swing 112 

                                     
7 https://nypost.com/2022/07/13/biden-snaps-at-reporter-insists-dems-want-him-for-2024-run/ 
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victory to Trump washex.am/3nwaBCe. A great report by Peter. 113 
Statistically impossible to have lost the 2020 Election. Big protest in 114 
D.C. on January 6th. Be there, will be wild!” 115 
The proximity of the Tweet to that much talked of but heretofore 116 
undisclosed to the public meeting excites Schiffty and Pelousy, and 117 
Scummer, and the rest that something nefarious was plotted then, 118 
so they have asked everyone to testify except anyone who was 119 
actually a full participant and party to the meeting. Well, that 120 
would be partly because of entanglements in litigation — but 121 
Patrick was free to talk, and offered to fill them in on what 122 
happened in that meeting several times over the last nine months, 123 
but only now are they willing to receive his testimony. Generally, 124 
they don't like talking to persons supportive of Trump, they only 125 
like to talk to people, like back-stabbing, profit-exploiting Pat 126 
Cipollone (Sip-ah-lohney) who behind Trump's back was 127 
whipping up the staff to push Trump out, get him to concede. 128 
They wanted to hear his take on the meeting, but that's problematic 129 
since he missed the first 20-30 minutes — something like that — at 130 
least the entire part where actual evidence was presented to Trump 131 
showing foreign interference into the 2020 election that was 132 
KNOWN by our own INTELLIGENCE — the CISA and the FBI, 133 
both stipulated, IN WRITING in OFFICIAL ALERTS knowledge 134 
of foreign interference in the 2020 Presidential election. They 135 
missed that part. 136 
Maybe they listened at the door — you know how this stinking 137 
lying scoundrel lawyers are — they did not want to testify 138 
regarding the EVIDENCE for ELECTION FRAUD (not voter 139 
fraud, ELECTION FRAUD — there is a difference). So perhaps 140 
they waited outside the room and when that was pretty much done, 141 
and Trump was discussing the contents of the letter Sydney 142 
brought for him to sign, that's when they stepped in — ! 143 
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Anyway, the J-6 partisan deep state rigged unselect committee 144 
wanted to hear from Pat "get Trump out of the WH" Cipollone — 145 
but, like I said, all he could talk about was the shouting that went 146 
on, and attempt to make himself look like a big shot that fronted 147 
off Flynn—. But they are running out of ammunition and 148 
credibility is fading fast, actually, they never had any credibility 149 
with the American people beyond the 18% of American voters who 150 
believe Biden, and think he is doing a great job — most of whom 151 
are tenured professors, political hacks that work for Perkins Coie, 152 
or CNN, or MSNBC, you know, the main stream media that about 153 
70% of America ignores, or Demoncrat & other DEEP STATE 154 
Republicans who work for those who put them in power, and that's 155 
not the people, it's the fat cats who pay Dominion for the outcomes 156 
they want, or those who don't need a car for transportation and are 157 
fed and housed off the government dole — there, that pretty much 158 
sums up the Biden voter profile — but he is not concerned because 159 
he knows something everyone else also knows but too few want to 160 
do anything about it and that's that the DEMONS in America own 161 
the ballot boxes and control our elections — it's SELECTION not 162 
ELECTION. We wait to see who the Deep State SELECTED to rule 163 
over us, not who the PEOPLE CHOOSE. 164 
So, I thought it would be interesting to look at this interview 165 
Patrick Byrne gave to Epoch Times, aired today, while Byrne is 166 
behind closed doors for testimony — you see, it's taken a little bit 167 
but we've finally figured out that we are dealing with snakes and 168 
they must be handled carefully. Byrne wanted open, public 169 
testimony, the sort they gave to everyone else that hated Trump. 170 
Like that ridiculous aid who worked in the office of Trump's Chief 171 
of Staff who lied through her teeth about Trump lunging at the 172 
steering wheel of the Presidential SUV — I forget her name, and 173 
really, you should too. She was and is a joke! But she got fully 174 
televised coverage for her testimony as a Trump hater, but 175 
someone whose testimony might make Trump look good, IT'S 176 
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BEHIND CLOSED DOORS for you bud. Of course, they can't be 177 
"obvious" about it, so Cipollone testified behind closed doors too, 178 
he did not want Trump to hear what he had to say — he is the sort 179 
that likes to drive the knife into the back without being seen—but 180 
Patrick, now, he is really dangerous because he is a Trump 181 
supporter. They are about to hear some truth about all of this and 182 
that must be controlled. So Mr. Byrne is smart. He knows these 183 
yahoos distort testimony when it's leaked to the press, so he 184 
decided he would go "on record" with what he plans to report to 185 
the committee and have it played during his closed door testimony 186 
and said he did this so you can compare his testimony to Epoch 187 
times with what they leak to the press from the closed door session. 188 
So, when I get back, we'll look at this inside look and I think you'll 189 
find it fascinating. Hold on through the break; I'll be right back! 190 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 191 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 192 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 193 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 194 
liberty. 195 
If you happen to take the time to watch the full-length video of 196 
Byrne's testimony, you'll find yourself getting confused in a few 197 
places. But that's good, because it means Byrne did not script the 198 
interview. It was not very carefully laid out like you would do so if 199 
you were presenting this to a court—for that reason, some 200 
information seems confusing and even contradictory until the 201 
reporter does his very good job of followup questions that brings 202 
out information later on that makes it all clear. I'm going to 203 
condense the testimony and lay it out in a more easy to follow 204 
presentation. But, I have an audio of the entire interview available 205 
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if you can't find it online and want to hear it. That is if you can't 206 
find it here.8 207 
First, the date was December 18th, and Byrne brought Flynn and 208 
Powell with him to tour the WH. But his plan was to get in to meet 209 
with the President. In the course of the tour, as he hoped, he 210 
caught a glimpse of Trump in the Oval Office, and Trump 211 
recognized him, and his friends, and invited them inside. For the 212 
next 30 minutes, Byrne, Flynn, and Powell, initiated conversation 213 
about the 2020 election, and Trump got Rudy and his Chief of 214 
Staff, Meadows, on the speakerphone. About 20-25 minutes into 215 
that conversation, White House staff attorneys Pat Cipollone and 216 
two others, stepped into the meeting. The meeting went on for 217 
another hour and a half, with a break or two along the way, and 218 
moved from the Oval Office to the Cabinet Room, and finally to 219 
the Residence where they finished out the meeting in the WH 220 
Residence living room. Trump and Byrne enjoyed a plate of 221 
Grandma Trump's meatballs while they continued their 222 
deliberations. 223 
The meeting went like this. In the first thirty minutes, Byrne et al. 224 
presented the Executive Orders authorizing the President to act in 225 
case of foreign interference with US elections. I've discussed these 226 
with you before. I have copies of these docs if you would like to see 227 
them. Then they presented three government documents verifying 228 
that the government of the US was knowledgeable of efforts on the 229 
part of Iran to interfere with the 2020 presidential elections. The 230 
question they put before the president is whether the evidence they 231 
were about to show him satisfied the criteria triggering the 232 
Executive Orders giving the president broad powers to respond to 233 
such a foreign attack on our government. 234 

                                     
8 https://www.theepochtimes.com/exclusive-patrick-byrne-reveals-what-was-discussed-in-secret-white-house-meeting-with-flynn-
powell-and-
trump_4599592.html?est=om8J5D0J%2B7AYdctv20mAz80%2BKVNV4hZUAiMLRtVIDvNNBza8WQGpnmcmEhGLWA%3D%3D 
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Each of these documents was a government prepared ALERT or 235 
INTEL REPORT. 236 
The first evidence presented was dated Oct. 22, 2020. It is ALERT 237 
(AA20-296B) titled: "Iranian Advanced Persistent Threat Actors 238 
Threaten Election-Related Systems." It’s a clear statement of 239 
INTEL from CISA (Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security 240 
Agency) and the FBI warning that Iranian persistent threat actors 241 
are "likely intent on influencing and interfering with the US 242 
elections to sow discord among voters and undermine public 243 
confidence in the US Elections …" 244 
This proves that our INTEL services had knowledge, not suspicion, 245 
but knowledge of Iran's INTENT to interfere with our elections.  246 
Considered alone, this would probably not be actionable, I mean 247 
beyond working to interrupt their efforts. 248 
The second document, however, dated October 30, 2020 followed 249 
up on the earlier alert. This is ALERT AA20-304A, titled "Iranian 250 
Advanced Persistent Threat Actor Identified Obtaining Voter 251 
Registration Data." Like the first alert, this was prepared jointly by 252 
CISA and the FBI. This document reports that CISA and the FBI 253 
had hard proof, knowledge that the Iranians (and others) had 254 
actually hacked into State's voter registration files and took data. 255 
And I quote: “CISA and the FBI ARE AWARE OF AN IRANIAN 256 
ADVANCED PERSISTENT THREAT (APT) ACTOR 257 
TARGETING US STATE WEBSITES - TO INCLUDE ELECTION 258 
WEBSITES. CISA and the FBI assess this actor IS RESPONSIBLE 259 
FOR THE MASS DISSEMINATION OF VOTER 260 
INTIMIDATION EMAILS TO US CITIZENS AND THE 261 
DISSEMINATION OF US ELECTION-RELATED 262 
DISINFORMATION IN MID-OCTOBER 2020.” 263 
“Futher evaluation by CISSA and the FBI has identified the 264 
targeting of US state election websites was AN INTENTIONAL 265 
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EFFORT TO INFLUENCE AND INTERFERE WITH THE 2020 266 
US PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION.” 267 
The third document presented to the President during the first 30 268 
minutes of this meeting that ended up being extended to about 4.5 269 
hours, was a December 16, 2020 joint statement by the FBI, CISA, 270 
and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) 271 
reporting on the now infamous Solar Winds attack — that was the 272 
report that revealed the United States Government had been, as 273 
Byrne put it, hacked to its toenails. You might remember all that — 274 
the enemies simply walked in through our back door and moved 275 
into our systems.  276 
So that was the proof. The question before them was whether these 277 
documents provide sufficient evidence to trigger Executive Orders 278 
allowing the president powers to act in defense of our Constitution. 279 
Trump listened carefully as the evidence was presented, and then 280 
picked up the Presidential order Sydney had prepared for Trump 281 
to sign in order to initiate the Executive Orders and authorize 282 
action. 283 
He asked the Byrne team, with White House lawyers present, and 284 
Rudy and Meadows on speakerphone, what exactly are you asking 285 
me to do? 286 
Byrne said, "put us in coach." And he explained they were 287 
recommending the President assume his powers under those 288 
executive orders and authorize an investigation into what 289 
happened in the 2020 presidential election. 290 
The conversation proceeded in a sort of let's examine what this 291 
would look like if I decide to move forward with this vein. In other 292 
words, no decision was made either way, but they began to explore 293 
options for moving forward on the intelligence presented. 294 
Byrne suggested, for the sake of restoring confidence in America's 295 
Election system, they proceed with the courts and the Guard. The 296 
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courts are still trusted and the National Guard are trusted — so he 297 
suggested a US Marshal, appointed by a Judge, select the cyber 298 
team from among the National Guard to take images of the 299 
Dominion machines and examine them for any corroborating 300 
evidence of foreign interference with our elections.  301 
Pat Cipollone stepped forward and warned the President that the 302 
American people would freak out if any uniforms are seen on this. 303 
That discussion went around the room, and Trump said "no 304 
uniforms." 305 
As it appeared Trump was inclined to move in favor of this plan, 306 
the WH attorneys were getting hot, and objecting vigorously.  307 
Cipollone did not want Trump to sign that doc. He told Trump, 308 
you don't have to sign anything, if you want a special counsel to 309 
look into this, all you have to do is say so and appoint whoever you 310 
choose. 311 
At one point Trump asked Pat Cipollone why he did not bring to 312 
his attention the material Byrne and friends brought forward. 313 
Cipollone countered, I am your WH counsel, not your campaign 314 
counsel. 315 
Byrne pointed out that Cipollone had been working behind 316 
Trump's back to get the entire staff to turn on Trump and compel 317 
him to concede. Cipollone protested: "You know how hard I have 318 
worked for you…" which, as Byrne pointed out, was not a denial. 319 
Trump began agitated with Cipollone and said, okay, you say I can 320 
appoint special counsel, I do it now, I appoint Sydney Powell to be 321 
special counsel.  322 
But when Trump said he would appoint Sydney to be special 323 
counsel, the WH lawyers objected vigorously, and there was some 324 
shouting — by the way, according to Byrne, all the shouting came 325 
from the WH Lawyers, and on three separate occasions they WH 326 
team stormed out of the office in a huff — (no doubt to discuss 327 
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what they had to do to stop this). Byrne revealed that the suttlebut 328 
was these WH counselors had been offered a million or more in a 329 
cushy job with a lobbying firm or consulting or something if they 330 
got Trump out, but warned that if they didn't their kids would be 331 
kicked out of their schools and barred from going to Yale …. 332 
They strenously objected that Powell would have to have top 333 
security clearance and that would take months. Trump asked Flynn 334 
and Flynn explained in the same way he had the power to appoint 335 
a special counsel, he had the power to grant top security clearance.  336 
So Trump did — I think this is one of the storming from the room 337 
moments. 338 
Anyway, Rudy showed up at the WH and joined the deliberations 339 
in person that continued on for two more hours in the Presidents 340 
Residence living room. It seemed all was settled. Sydney Powell 341 
would be special counsel and Rudy would run the operation — 342 
they would pick six counties to run their examination, get a 343 
Marshal to assemble a cyber team from the elites in the National 344 
Guard, they would get an image of the Dominion machines and 345 
examine them for evidence of foreign interference in the US 346 
election. What they would do with this if it turned out to be proved 347 
true, was not discussed. But Byrne did repeatedly relate to Trump 348 
that if they examined the machines and there was no evidence of 349 
foreign interference, he would need to concede immediately, to 350 
which Trump said, "Pat, you have no idea how easy that would be 351 
for me." He said, but how can I do that if I believe the election was 352 
fraudulent, and a foreign power was involved? 353 
They left about about 12:30 am, feeling very good and agreeing that 354 
whatever the outcome of the investigation, they felt good that the 355 
American people at least had a fair and honest shot and getting to 356 
the bottom of this mess. 357 
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That was Friday night. At about 1:30 or so, am, Trump Tweeted 358 
the auspicious message inviting patriots to the WH on J-6 to 359 
protest — and, as you know, he emphasized in his announcements 360 
about this that it would be a peaceful protest. He emphasized that. 361 
When Sydney went to the WH to pick up her pass, she was told the 362 
whole plan was scuttled. She was not told why, and the team was 363 
not given any explanation. They began promoting the Jan 6 protest 364 
gathering, all the while emphasizing it would be peaceful protest. 365 
Later Byrne was to learn what happened. 366 
After the team departed, Rudy stayed behind and expressed his 367 
misgivings about the plan. He was concerned it would backfire on 368 
them, and he told Trump "if you go forward with this plan, we will 369 
all be in prison." Trump has a huge regard for Rudy, and so backed 370 
away from the plan. I'm not privy to Rudy's thoughts on this, but 371 
from what I can see, that was a grave error. 372 
As best as I can put it together, Trump and Rudy decided they 373 
would present the evidence to State Senators, recruit some honest 374 
men to present a challenge on Jan. 6 trusting that Pence would 375 
send the contested electors back to their State legislatures and give 376 
those states a chance to look at the evidence. You know what 377 
happened! Pence folded like the cheap suit he is — because a deal 378 
was made with him that he could be the next president — well, he 379 
has been betrayed for his own betrayal. I've spoken to this several 380 
time and I have not time to elaborate now, except to say, Pence 381 
decided to cave to the ELECTION THIEVES — he went with the 382 
theives! Just like a Judas. 383 
I'll have to go into this more tonight during our comfort and 384 
counsel live stream visit, Lighthouse Baptist Church, Santa Maria, 385 
CA.  386 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 387 
know if you see them.  388 
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Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 389 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 390 
email. 391 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 392 
805.314.2114. 393 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 394 


